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Improvements 
SEO Web Product Copy 
Samples 
 
Home Décor Category 
 
Brooklyn Side Table/Nightstand with Charging Station 
Item #559283 
 
Our Brooklyn Side Table/Nightstand with Charging Station provides you with convenient USB ports 
and electrical outlets. 
 
This stylish nightstand with charging station comes fully assembled with a generous 9-1/2' cord, which 
means you can place it wherever you need it. For example, you may need extra storage in your home 
office. It also works great in a guest bedroom; your guests will enjoy the convenience of charging their 
electronics. 
 
The nightstand with charging station works for any space, small or large. Use it in your bedroom, living 
room, home office, or wherever you need more storage. Place a lamp on top for extra indoor lighting. 
There's no doubt that you'll enjoy the convenience of charging your smartphone or tablet. 
 
 Charge smartphones and tablets with the Brooklyn Side Table/Nightstand with Charging Station 
 Features two drawers (bottom drawer has two handles) for storage 
 The nightstand with charging station comes fully assembled with a UL-listed 9-1/2' cord-perfect 
for a bedroom, living room, or home office 
 Flip top hides electrical components 
 Available in walnut or light grey to complement your home's decor 
 Comes with 2 outlets and 2 USB ports 
 
 
Mid Century Furniture & Room Décor 
 
Becket Mid-Century Arm Chair 
Item #582491 
 
Becket Mid-Century Settee Bench 
Item #582483 
 
Tanner Mid Century Desk 
Item #582683 
 
Bradley Mid Century Tripod Floor Lamp 
Item #569757 
 
Taylor Mid Century Floor Lamp 
Item #569749 
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Lautner Mid Century Bar Cart 
Item #582642 
Wexler 2 Piece Mid Century Coffee Table Set 
Item #582633 
 
Leedy Mid Century Wall Clock 
Item #582691 
 
Ellwood Mid Century Wall Shelves-Set of 4 
Item #582659 
 
Ellington Student Desk Chair 
Item #559040 
 
Coastal Breeze Indoor/Outdoor Rug-8'x10' 
Item #580524 
 
Furnish your home with the uncluttered, gentle curves and sleek lines of mid-century modern 
furniture. 
 
Some believe the mid-century modern period is from the mid-1930s to mid-1960s. Others would argue 
the period is limited to 1947 to 1957. But one thing everyone agrees on is that the timeless style 
continues to appeal to today's homeowners. 
 
A distinguished feature of the style is that it is classic and understated with clean lines and minimal fuss. 
For instance, our mid-century modern settee bench and arm chair have a solid hardwood frame for 
durability and strength; the striking dark grey seat cushion contrasts with the soft grey shell. The button-
tufted back and arms and solid hardwood legs in a blonde finish give the settee and arm chair a classic 
mid-century look. 
 
If you're looking for furniture for small spaces, you'll love the mid-century bench and arm chair. Create 
an entire look with a wall clock, wall shelves, table set, bar cart, floor lamp, and mid-century desk with 
chair. Family and friends who visit your home will be impressed with your sense of style and may even 
ask you for design tips. 
 
 The Becket Mid-Century Modern Arm Chair and Settee Bench have button-tufted back and arms 
and solid hardwood frame for durability and strength-requires simple assembly, just screw in the legs 
 Taylor Mid Century Floor Lamp has metal hairpin legs that add vintage style while the 
convenient table is an ideal surface for drink, books, and more 
 Floor lamp has a 72-inch cord 
 Bradley Tripod Floor Lamp has a base that adjusts between 50"-72"H and comes with a 60-inch 
cord 
 Wexler 2-Piece Mid Century Coffee Table Set features contrasting two-tone configuration 
 Coffee tables have hairpin legs on tripod frame 
 Lautner Mid Century Bar Cart features an open, contemporary style and has locking casters for 
mobility and functionality 
 Comes in a fashionable gunmetal grey finish with black tempered glass 
 Store 4 wine bottles and approximately 8 wine glasses on the rolling storage cart 

https://www.improvementscatalog.com/becket-mid-century-arm-chair-26-settee-bench/420914?ec=pdplink&ea=midcentury
https://www.improvementscatalog.com/taylor-mid-century-floor-lamp/420447?ec=pdplink&ea=midcentury
https://www.improvementscatalog.com/bradley-tripod-mid-century-floor-lamp/420471?ec=pdplink&ea=midcentury
https://www.improvementscatalog.com/wexler-2-piece-mid-century-coffee-table-set/420443?ec=pdplink&ea=midcentury
https://www.improvementscatalog.com/lautner-mid-century-bar-cart/420442?ec=pdplink&ea=midcentury
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 The Lautner Bar Cart supports up to 40 lbs. per shelf and 5 lbs. per wine bottle 
 Ellwood Mid Century Wall Shelves-Set of 4 have clean, linear outlines and comes in an antique, 
oxidized black finish 
 Each shelf supports up to 10 lbs. 
 Tanner Mid Century Desk features spacious desktop and two roomy drawers 
 Desktop supports up to 40 lbs.; each drawer supports up to 10 lbs. 
 Leedy Mid Century Wall Clock has a brown and silver finish and the black Arabic numbers create 
a dramatic contrast 
 The clock has a keyhole on the back makes hanging this mid-century inspired wall clock a snap 
 Ellington Student Office Chair has a padded, faux leather, pneumatic height-adjustable seat for 
customizable comfort 
 Five-wheel casters and a 360-degree swivel provide all the mobility you need 
 Coastal Breeze Indoor/Outdoor Rug features flat-woven construction and low-profile design and 
is mold and mildew-resistant 
 
 
Upholstered Lift-Top Storage Ottoman 
Item #560124 
 
Multiple-use Lift-Top Storage Ottoman is a great space-saving solution! 
Blankets, throw pillows, books, magazines, and more can be stored in this multiple-use storage ottoman 
with detachable wood tray. Place it in the center of your living room, and you'll have extra seating for 
guests. You can even use it as a foot rest! 
 
The storage ottoman works for any space, from large to small. For instance, you can use it as an 
entryway bench or coffee table. Use the wood tray as a lap desk or dinner tray for when you watch 
television. It makes a great serving tray, too. The storage bench ottoman also makes it easy to come 
home and relax or entertain family and friends. It's available in beige, chocolate, or grey. Choose the 
color that best complements your style. The lift-top storage ottoman will become your favorite piece of 
furniture and accent piece. 
 
 Lift-top upholstered storage ottoman has a wood tray that lifts off for serving or use as a lap 
desk 
 Features a tufted top with nailhead trim 
 Ottoman provides extra seating and storage, use in your living room or family room 
 The storage ottoman works in any space, great for small spaces 
 Available in three stylish colors: beige, chocolate, and grey 
 The storage ottoman is made of durable, solid-wood and features wooden legs in a dark finish 
 Arrives assembled; just attach feet 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.improvementscatalog.com/ellwood-mid-century-wall-shelves-set-of-4/420441?ec=pdplink&ea=midcentury
https://www.improvementscatalog.com/tanner-mid-century-desk/420440?ec=pdplink&ea=midcentury
https://www.improvementscatalog.com/leedy-mid-century-wall-clock/420446?ec=pdplink&ea=midcentury
https://www.improvementscatalog.com/ellington-student-desk-chair/408082?ec=pdplink&ea=midcentury
https://www.improvementscatalog.com/coastal-breeze-indoor-2foutdoor-rugs/420910?ec=pdplink&ea=midcentury
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Lighting Category 
 
Craftsman Tiffany Glass Instant Pendant Light 
Item #569282 
 
The Craftsman Tiffany Glass Instant Pendant Light requires no tools, making it easy to update your 
indoor lighting. 
Our Tiffany-inspired pendant light is a great combination of decorative and solution-based. Instead of 
hardwiring lights, all you have to do is screw in the adapter, adjust the cord length (8"-48"), and slide up 
the decorative canopy (creates an energy-efficient barrier) to hide your recessed light. That's it! 
Bring the elegance of Tiffany into your home with our instant pendant light. The artisan glass design of 
warm earth tones in rust, orange, and beige with a brushed bronze adapter will complement your 
home's decor. 
 
 This Craftsman Tiffany instant pendant light offers an effortless way to convert a recessed light 
into a decorative hanging pendant light 
 Easy to install as changing a light bulb, just adjust the cord length, screw in the adapter, and 
slide up the decorative canopy to hide the recessed light 
 Decorative ceiling plate hides the recessed light to create an energy-efficient barrier. 
 The pendant light comes with an adjustable cord (8"-48") 
 Uses (1) 75W light bulb or CFL equivalent, not included 
 
 
Motion Activated LED Under Cabinet Light 
Item #569324 
 
With the wave of your hand, you can flood any room with light with the Motion Activated LED Under 
Cabinet Light. 
 
The slim motion sensor light fits almost anywhere you need it. It comes with an adhesive mount (installs 
in minutes) that easily detaches for battery replacement. The versatility, compactness, and power of the 
unit make it ideal for the kitchen, garage, RV, workshop, laundry room, or wherever you need it. 
Whether you need to flood an area with light because of a power outage or want to exude a softer 
illumination, the motion activated LED under cabinet light will work for you! 
 
 With the wave of your hand, the motion activated LED under cabinet light can flood an area or 
exude a softer illumination of life 
 Fits almost anywhere and comes with an adhesive magnetic mount that easily detaches for 
battery replacement 
 The versatility, compactness, power of this unit makes it ideal for the kitchen, workshop, garage, 
laundry room, and any other room around the house 
 Has 2 brightness modes - 100 lumens max and a 30-minute automatic shut-off 
 
 
LED Puck Lights-Set of 3 
Item #569349 
 
Illuminate dark storage areas, workspaces, and more with LED Puck Lights. 
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These low-profile lights are a reliable source of indoor lighting and come in handy for emergencies and 
power outages. Use them in a variety of spaces in your home including your kitchen, closets, and 
cabinets. They're also perfect for cars, boats, and RVs. The adhesive backing makes it simple to mount 
the compact lights to any surface. Once you've finished installing, simply tap the center to turn the LED 
puck lights on and off. It's that simple and easy! 
 
 The adhesive backing makes it easy to mount the LED puck lights to any surface; installs in 
minutes 
 Mount anywhere - no wires or plugs, perfect for stairs, hallways, or closets 
 Ultra-bright LED puck lights are useful for illuminating dark storage areas and workspaces 
 Tapping the center of the light turns it on and off 
 Energy-efficient LEDs never need replacement 
 Each puck light features 13.5 lumens 
 
 
Kitchen 
 
CeramaBake 3-Piece Bakeware Set 
Item #582327 
 
Bake and roast foods for your holiday parties, family reunions, and more with the CeramaBake© 3-
Piece Bakeware Set. 
 
Have you ever baked cookies, went to take them out of the oven, and dropped the cookie sheet because 
you didn't have a firm grasp on it? Ouch! Luckily, the CeramaBake© 3-Piece Bakeware Set features 
curved rims on the sides to allow for easy handling. Just make sure your potholders will protect you 
from burning yourself. If they're looking worn, you may want to replace them. 
 
With the The CeramaBake© 3-Piece Bakeware, you can bake square cakes, brownies, and more with the 
8" Square Cake Pan. You can also make cookies and cookie bars with the Cookie Sheet. Finally, you can 
use the Roaster to roast vegetables or make a casserole or lasagna. 
 
The 3-piece bakeware set is easy to clean and goes from the oven to table in no time. Keep in mind that 
you may want to lower the suggested baking temperature of a recipe by 25-degrees Fahrenheit. 
However, please make sure your food is cooked through! Finally, do not store foods in the bakeware as 
it may encourage stains over time. 
 
 The non-stick CeramaBake© 3-Piece Bakeware, Set of 3, is perfect for baking cakes and cookies, 
roasting vegetables, making casseroles and more 
 Edges of bakeware encapsulates food 
 The stain-resistant cookie sheets are easy to clean 
 Suitable for any baking temperature, but it's suggested to lower temperature by 25-degrees 
Fahrenheit - check for doneness of food 
 PFOA and PTFE-free 
 Dishwasher safe, but hand washing with a mild detergent is recommended 
 White ceramic coated bakeware complements any décor 
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Red Copper 10 Piece Cookware Set 
Item #559999 
 
Become the head chef in your kitchen with the Red Copper™ 10 Piece Cookware Set! 
 
Whether you're a seasoned cook or novice, this 10-piece cookware set is easy to use, easy to clean, and 
easy to maintain. It includes the following pieces: 
 
 8-inch frying pan (no lid) 
 10-inch frying pan with tempered glass lid 
 1.5-quart sauce pot with glass lid 
 2.5-quart sauce pot with glass lid 
 8-quart sauce pot with glass lid 
 Aluminum steamer insert 
 
Just imagine whipping up your favorite egg recipe in the 8-inch pan or frying chicken in the 10-inch pan. 
Or even make your favorite one-pan meal. 
 
An aluminum steamer insert attaches to the 2.5-quart sauce pot with the lid so you could steam your 
favorite veggies. The 8-quart sauce pot with lid is perfect for pasta, stocks, chili, and more. Use the 1.5-
quart sauce pot with lid to perfect your Hollandaise, garlic wine, or pesto sauce. 
 
Each piece in the Red Copper™ 10 Piece Cookware Set has a tough copper-infused ceramic coating that 
creates a non-stick cooking surface. It also provides better heat distribution. You'll want to season each 
piece of cookware per the package directions so your food will slide out. Of course, you may have to 
occasionally season the pans and pots for maintenance and optimal performance. You'll use little to no 
oil, butter, or grease for cooking, allowing you to cook healthier meals! 
 
The Red Copper™ 10 Piece Cookware Set is safe up to 500° Fahrenheit, giving you easy transition from 
the stovetop to oven in one pan. Imagine cooking a steak on your stovetop, then baking it to your 
desired taste- all in the same pan. Please keep in mind that the glass lids are not oven safe. And, the 
metal handles on the cookware may become hot, so use caution. 
 
The cookware is easy to clean since it has a non-stick coating. For light cooking, wipe the surface with a 
cloth. Of course, you could clean the pieces in your dishwasher. However, hand-washing with a mild 
detergent and warm water is best. Do not use abrasive cleaners! 
 
Red Copper™ 10 Piece Cookware Set is PFOA or PTFE free so that you can cook with confidence. Imagine 
making your favorite dishes or new ones from the included recipe guide! 
 
 The non-stick Red Copper™ 10 Piece Cookware Set includes: 8" frying pan with lid, 10" fry pan 
with tempered lid, 1.5-quart sauce pot with lid, 2.5-quart sauce pot with lid, 8-quart sauce pot with lid, 
and aluminum steamer insert 
 The copper-infused ceramic cookware set provides fast, even heating and features anti-stick 
technology 
 It's oven-safe to 500° Fahrenheit 
 The Red Copper™ 10 Piece Cookware is dishwasher safe, but it's recommended that you hand-
wash the pieces with a mild soap and warm water 
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 Includes instructions 
 PFOA and PTFE free 
 
 
KALORIK Red Volcano Air Popcorn Maker 
Item #559584 
 
Pop healthier popcorn with The KALORIK Red Volcano Air Popcorn Maker. 
Get an explosion of hot, healthier popcorn in minutes with this air popcorn maker. The unique design of 
this small appliance allows kernels to pop and fall directly into the oversized serving bowl. Just remove 
the bowl and serve. A measuring spoon and butter dish (in case you want to melt butter) are included, 
and the removable lid makes clean up a snap. The best part about the air popcorn maker is that no oil is 
required. It's a great alternative to snacks that may not be good for your health and wellness. 
 
 Make hot, healthier popcorn in minutes with this air popcorn maker 
 The popcorn falls directly into oversized serving bowl 
 The air popcorn maker comes with a bowl that detaches for easy serving and can hold up to 24 
cups of popcorn 
 You don't have to use oil, and it's easy to clean 
 
 
Christmas Storage 
 
Hanging Wreath Storage Bag 
Item #572899 
 
Protect your wreaths and keep them in good condition with a Hanging Wreath Storage Bag. 
Our Exclusive, weather-resistant wreath storage bag with dual zippers gives you peace of mind that your 
everyday or holiday wreaths will be shielded from damage and dust. 
 
The heavy-duty polyester wreath storage bag is easy to assemble and can hold up to six 24" wreaths. 
However, if you have 30" wreaths, it will hold less. It features three 1.5" diameter hooks so that you can 
hang the bag from your closet rod-fits in a standard closet. Six straps hook and loop around the frame of 
your wreaths so you can easily hook them onto the center rail that pivots 360° to view and access the 
wreaths. 
 
You don't have to worry about holding the door while you access your wreaths. Why? Because a door 
strap holds the door open while you access your wreaths. Plus, the window allows you to see your 
wreaths. The hanging wreath storage bag is a great solution that will keep your wreaths safe and in one 
place. Just peek inside to see what you have. In fact, you may discover that you don't have a fall wreath 
and may want to add one to your collection. 
 
 The heavy-duty wreath storage bag has three 1.5" diameter hooks that allow you to hang the 
bag from a closet rod-fits in a standard closet 
 Six straps hook and loop around the frame of your wreath and easily hook onto the center rail 
that pivots 360° to view and access the wreaths 
 The wreath storage bag has a two-way zippered door and window for easy visibility of contents 
 The black, powder-coated steel frame supports the bag 
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 A door hold back strap holds the door open while you access your wreaths 
 The wreath storage bag holds up to six 24" wreaths (less if 30")-up to 35 lbs. 
 It's weather-resistant to protect your wreaths from damage and dust and easy to assemble-no 
tools required 
 
 
Multi-Use Hanging Storage Bag 
Item #572907 
 
Keep your small Christmas decorations, linens, and more organized and protected with a Multi-Use 
Hanging Storage Bag. 
 
Our Exclusive, heavy-duty multi-use hanging storage bag can help you get and stay organized! It holds 
up to 7 lbs. per shelf, evenly distributed-up to 42 lbs. total. 
 
You can store a variety of items such as pillows, small home accents, and more. The four fabric shelves 
are supported by PVC board, held in place by hook and loop material. Of course, you can remove the 
shelves to store larger items, from 24" Christmas wreaths to holiday decorations. 
 
The two-way zippered door allows you to see what you have in your hanging storage bag. Plus, the door 
has a strap to hold it open while you access the inside. Use this hanging storage bag in your closet, attic, 
or finished basement, wherever you need extra storage. Assembly is easy-no tools required! 
 
 Thanks to two 1.5" diameter hooks, you can hang the heavy-duty hanging storage solution from 
a closet rod-fits into a small closet 
 Using a storage bag can protect your Christmas decorations, linens, pillows, and more from dust 
and damage 
 The two 1.5" diameter hooks allow you to hang the hanging storage bag from a closet 
 The four fabric shelves are supported by PVC board, held in place by hook and loop material; 
removable to store larger items 
 The hanging storage bag is easy to assemble-no tools required 
 Features a two-way zippered door and a door strap that holds the door open while you access 
the inside 
 The hanging storage bag holds up to 7 lbs. per shelf, evenly distributed; 42 lbs. total 
 
 
Ultimate Rolling Holiday Storage Chest 
Item #572916 
 
Protect your Christmas decorations, centerpieces, and more with our Ultimate Rolling Holiday Storage 
Chest. 
 
Our Exclusive, heavy-duty holiday storage chest keeps your holiday decorations, home accents, and 
more free from dust and damage and in one place. It holds up to 100 lbs. (25 lbs. per shelf/floor)! 
Our rolling home storage solution features a two-way zippered door, door strap that holds the door 
open, and I.D. tag, so you know what's inside. Place your items on the shelves and zip up the bag. If you 
have larger items, adjust three of the shelves to accommodate them. Plus, it easily rolls thanks to four 
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1.5" diameter wheels (2 locking) and three handles (2 on the side, 1 on the back). The black powder-
coated steel supports the bag, so you know it's sturdy. 
 
Our holiday home storage chest is easy to assemble and includes eight screws. You'll organize your 
holiday decorations in no time! And, when Christmas, Halloween, Thanksgiving, Easter, etc. come 
around, just roll out the storage chest and decorate your home with your favorite pieces. 
 
 The heavy-duty holiday storage chest (totally sealed) protects your holiday decor and more from 
dust and damage 
 Use the door hold-back strap to hold the door open while you access the inside-has a two-way 
zippered door 
 The home storage chest rolls easily on four 1.5" diameter wheels (2 locking) 
 Holds up to 100 lbs. (25 lbs. per shelf/floor). 
 The ultimate rolling holiday storage chest features a black powder-coated steel frame, 3 
adjustable metal wire shelves, 3 handles (2 on the side, 1 on the back), and I.D. tag 
 Easy assembly with 8 screws 
 
 
Floor Protectors 
 
Peel and Stick Floor Tiles-Set of 10 
Item #579192 
 
Beautifully designed peel and stick floor tiles easily install without grout or tools! 
An easy way to makeover any room in your home is to replace the flooring. However, that can get 
expensive, depending on the material you buy. A more affordable option is peel and stick floor tiles. 
These 12" x 12" tiles are easy to install and will give your kitchen, unfinished basement, laundry room, 
craft room, or whatever room you'd like. 
 
Before installing the peel and stick floor tiles, make sure the surface is clean, smooth, flat, and dry 
before applying. The area must be free of grease, dirt, wax, and other oils and materials. For concrete 
floors, apply an additional liquid adhesive primer such as a neoprene before installing. Don't apply any 
cracked, uneven, or loose flooring. Do not apply the floor tiles over radiant heated floors. Finally, lay 
package flat and allow 48 hours acclimating to a room temperature of at least 65-degree Fahrenheit. 
Although the floor tiles can be removed, they have an aggressive adhesive to ensure they stay securely 
affixed to the floor surface. The ease of removal totally depends on the smoothness of the surface they 
are applied to. The peel and stick floor tiles are easy to clean. Just use diluted soap and water mixture 
and wipe clean with a damp mop or sponge. 
 
 One package of peel and stick floor tiles contains 10 tiles 
 Tiles measure 12" x 12" and are made of vinyl with an adhesive back that makes them durable 
for frequent traffic 
 Peel and stick floor tiles are trimmable and water-resistant 
 Clean the flooring with mild diluted soap and water solution and wipe clean with a damp (not 
wet) mop or sponge 
 Floor tiles install easily without grout or special tools 
 
All-purpose Boot Trays with Removable Inserts 
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All-purpose Boot Tray with Removable Inserts-Small 
Item #579175 
 
All-Purpose Boot tray with Removable Inserts-Large 
All-Purpose Boot tray with Removable Inserts-Large 
Item #579184 
 
Kick off your shoes and boots and place them on an oversized boot tray. 
The raised base of our rubber boot tray allows water to drip off your shoes, boots or garden tools so 
that they may properly dry. Heavy-duty construction with reinforced sides withstands wear and tear 
over time. Place the boot tray in your entryway, laundry room, mudroom, or even outside on your patio 
and deck. The removable insert allows for easy cleaning. By using our rubber boot tray, you can keep 
your floors neat and clean. 
 
 The rubber boot tray has a raised base to allow water to drip off so that shoes and tools can dry 
properly 
 Boot tray holds multiple pairs of shoes, outdoor garden tools, shovels, and more 
 The oversized boot tray features heavy-duty construction with reinforced side to withstand 
wear n' tear 
 A removable insert allows for easy cleaning 
 The boot tray contains the mess in any season and protects your floors 
 Use the boot tray indoors and out 
 
 
Comfort Grip Rug Pad 
2'x3' - 2'x8' - 4'x6' - 5'x8' - 6'x9' 
 
Keep your area rug or runner from sliding on your floor or carpet with a rug pad. 
When rugs move around your floor, they can cause friction that may damage your floor's finish. A rug 
pad will keep your indoor area rug or runner in place. It's a great floor protector! Another benefit of 
using a rug pad is it can prevent your area rug or runner from sliding when you, your family, or guests 
walk on it. A rug pad gives you a little piece of mind that you or someone else won't trip. The rug pad 
can be cut to fit and is made of PVC coated polyester. They're ideal for use on hardwood, stone, vinyl, 
and other types of floors, and can provide a more cushioned walking surface. 
 
 Placing a rug pad under your area rug or runner not only helps prevent sliding, but it also 
protects your floor and extend the life of your rug 
 You can easily cut the rug pad to fit whatever size you need 
 A rug pad underneath and an area rug or runner can add a cushiony softness underfoot 
 A rug pad is ideal for indoor use on hardwood, stone, vinyl, and other types of floors 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Patio Furniture 
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Luma Bistro Outdoor Stacking Chair 
Item #575367 
 
Durable outdoor stacking chair makes outdoor entertaining effortless and inviting. 
 
Not only is this outdoor stacking chair attractive and lightweight, it offers you a comfortable outdoor 
seating solution. For instance, if you're having a BBQ with family and friends, use the chair for extra 
seating. You can even use it with a bistro table or with a special accent table. The patio chair is stackable 
and stores away until you're ready to use it. Or keep a few out in case unexpected guests stop by. 
Cleanup is snap with a spray of your hose. 
 
The Luma Bistro Outdoor Stacking Chair makes outdoor and indoor entertaining effortless. The 
lightweight yet durable resin frame features a smooth mesh back and seat. A sleek rounded back and 
curve arms add extra comfort while seated. Mix and match the stacking chair with other mediums, like 
wood or metal dining tables or create a small conversation area with two chairs with your favorite 
accent table. The chairs store away easily. Clean with the spray of a hose and air dry.   
 
 Outdoor stacking chair has a sleek rounded back and softly curved arms for added comfortable 
seating 
 Patio chair has lightweight resin frame with firm mesh back seat 
 Outdoor chair stacks for easy storage 
 Easy to clean with spray of a hose 
 Mix and match the outdoor stacking chair with other mediums, like wood or metal dining tables 
or create a small conversation area with two chairs with your favorite accent table 
 Outdoor stacking chairs are UV and weather-resistant 
 
 
Pebbled Metallic Garden Stool 
Item #582867 
 
Add a touch of functional glamour, indoors and out, with a pebbled metallic garden stool. 
If you need an extra table, this eye-catching metallic garden stool in an interesting pebble design will 
surely inspire your decor. It's made from 100% ceramic and will add drama indoors or out. Place it in 
your garden or on your deck, patio, or porch. Use as a statement piece or as a footstool. Indoors, put the 
garden stool in a bathroom in the corner and place a decorative tissue box on top of it. Or use as a side 
table in a guest bedroom. No matter where you place the metallic garden stool, it will look great! 
 

 Metallic garden stool is made from 100% ceramic 

 Use the stool indoors or out 

 The garden stool can function as an extra table or footrest 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pet Category 
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Bailey Outdoor Dog Bed 
Item #559242 
 
Give your dog a comfy place to sleep and hang out at home or away with an indoor/outdoor dog bed. 
Whether indoors or out, this stylish dog bed is perfect for small and medium-sized dogs. Use it outdoors 
on your patio or deck. Place it indoors in your family room, living room, or den. The raised outdoor dog 
bed includes a removable cushion with a removable cover (spot clean) so that you can keep it fresh and 
clean. Your pooch will love having a space to call their own! 
 The Bailey Outdoor Dog Bed can be used indoors 
 Includes a removable cushion with removable cover (spot clean) 
 The raised dog bed is just the right size for small to medium-sized dogs 
 The pet bed comes in a fashionable espresso finish that will complement any decor 
 The Bailey Outdoor Dog Bed matches our Bailey Free Standing Pet Gate and our Bailey Pet Crate 
with Storage 
 
 
Cozy Vent Heater Platform Pet Bed 
Item #559568 
 
Give your dog or cat a warm place to sleep with a Cozy Vent Heater Platform Pet Bed. 
A vented pet bed allows the heat from your floor vents to continue to circulate. Simply place the pre-
assembled Cozy Vent over your floor register, and your pet will get warm in no time. If you live in an 
area that has colder weather, your pet will thank you for getting them a pet bed that goes over a floor 
vent. It's a great way for them to thaw out from the cold! 
 The Cozy Vent Pet Bed is designed for the comfort of both you, the owner, and your pet 
 Your pet can enjoy the warmth of your floor register without hurting their paws 
 They'll benefit from the dog bed's enlarged surface area and Cozy Blanket 
 The air intended for your room still gets into it thanks to the patented Cozy Vent Heater 
Platform Pet Bed design 
 The pet bed cover can be removed for washing 
 
 
Caesar 3-Step Dog Stairs 
Item #560166 
 
Help your pet reach their favorite sleeping or hang out place with the Caesar 3-Step Pet Stair. 
 
These pet steps were designed with style and function in mind and will look great in any room and give 
just the right amount of boost. They're handcrafted with solid wood and finished with furniture grade 
foam for a sturdy frame, and plush feel against paws. Your furry friends are family members, too. Pet 
steps can give them the extra help they need with reaching the couch, bed, and hard to reach spaces. To 
clean, gently spot clean with mild detergent and cold water. 
 The pet stairs have a solid wood frame and weight capacity of 65 lbs. 
 The pet steps are lightweight and can be moved to wherever your pet needs them 
 Available in Grey, these pet stairs will complement your home's decor 
 Gently spot clean the pet stairs with a mild detergent and cold water 

https://www.improvementscatalog.com/bailey-free-standing-pet-gate/416566?ec=pdplink&ea=baileypet
https://www.improvementscatalog.com/bailey-pet-crate-with-storage/416568?ec=pdplink&ea=baileypet
https://www.improvementscatalog.com/bailey-pet-crate-with-storage/416568?ec=pdplink&ea=baileypet

